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4   Part I • Foundations of Criminology

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

 1.1 Define criminology and discuss the emergence of criminology as a discipline.

 1.2 Identify Sumner’s three types of norms.

 1.3 Discuss how definitions of crime and laws change in relation to social change.

 1.4 Describe the economic effects of crime.

CRIMINOLOGY

Remorseless suicidal terrorists hijack four airplanes and, with all passengers aboard, are successful in 
crashing two of these into the World Trade Center and one into the Pentagon, murdering nearly 3,000 
people in the worst terrorist attack in history. A man shot and killed 58 concertgoers from the 32nd 
floor of the Mandalay Bay Resort and Casino in the worst mass murder in U.S. history. Major corpo-
rations and their accounting firms conspire and cause a major stock market plunge, losing stockhold-
ers billions of dollars. Right-wing domestic terrorists, encouraged by a defeated president, storm the 
Capitol building in order to attempt to stop the Constitutional certification of the election. In the 
process, they result in injuries and deaths of police officers and others and a closing of the Congress.

What all of these events have in common is that they refer to various forms of criminal behavior; as 
we have just begun the 21st century, we can only guess what new, unforeseen horrors await us. The field 
that addresses this issue of crime and criminal behavior and attempts to define, explain, and predict it 
is criminology.

Criminology is generally defined as the science or discipline that studies crime and criminal 
behavior. Specifically, the field of criminology concentrates on forms of criminal behavior, the causes 
of crime, the definition of criminality, and the societal reaction to criminal activity; related areas of 
inquiry may include juvenile delinquency and victimology (the study of victims). Although there is 
considerable overlap between criminology and criminal justice, criminology shows a greater interest 
in the causal explanations of crime, whereas criminal justice is more occupied with practical, applied 
concerns, such as technical aspects of policing and corrections. In reality, the fields are highly comple-
mentary and interrelated, as indicated by overlapping membership in the two professional organiza-
tions representative of the fields: the American Society of Criminology and the Academy of Criminal 
Justice Sciences.

If you tell your friends that you are taking a course in criminology, many will assume that you are a 
budding Sherlock Holmes, on your way to becoming a master detective trained in investigating crime 
scenes. That describes the field of criminalistics (the scientific evaluation of physical evidence), which is 
sometimes confused in the media and public mind with criminology. Criminology is more concerned 
with analyzing the phenomena of crime and criminality, in performing scientifically accurate stud-
ies, and in developing sound theoretical explanations of crime and criminal behavior. It is hoped that 
such criminological knowledge and scientific research can inform and direct public policies to solve 
some crime problems. The major concentration in this text is on the central areas of criminal behavior, 
research methodology, and criminological theory. Of particular interest is the exploration of crime 
typologies, the attempt to classify various criminal activity and people who commit crimes by type.

Fads and Fashions in Crime
A variety of crimes were of major concern in the past but appear in modern societies only in old movies 
on the late show. Train robbery, piracy, stagecoach robbery, cattle rustling, gunfights such as that at the 
O.K. Corral, and grave robbery have some modern remnants but for the most part have disappeared. 
Some of these practices have reappeared in different forms. In the 1970s, South Vietnamese “boat 
people” attempting to escape from their homeland were robbed, raped, and murdered by Thai pirates. 
In late September 2017, a passenger ship was attacked by pirates on Nigerian waters, which left two 
people dead. Brink’s trucks have replaced stagecoaches, and semitrailer trucks full of prepared beef are 
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Chapter 1 • Introduction to Criminology  5

hijacked instead of herds of live cattle. Post–Civil War gangs of Wild West robbers such as those of Doc 
Holliday, Jesse James, the Daltons, Black Bart, the Younger brothers, and Butch Cassidy disappeared 
with the settlement of the frontier only to reappear on wheels during the Depression of the 1930s in the 
persons of such infamous characters as John Dillinger, “Pretty Boy” Floyd, the Barrows, Bonnie Parker, 
and the Ma Barker gang. Mobile, organized gangs of bank robbers have largely faded into a quaint, 
unsavory history; they are now replaced by cybercriminals who can commit global electronic robbery.

Skyjacking, a major problem in the 1960s, was virtually eliminated as a result of better security 
measures, only to reappear in the United States in the early 1980s as an attempt by Cuban refugees 
to escape their homeland or by suicidal terrorists to wreak mass destruction. The skyjacking of four 
jumbo jets with the intention of using them as weapons of international terrorism represented the hor-
rific events of 9/11. Kidnapping, a major concern in the United States in the 1930s (as illustrated by the 
famous Lindbergh case), is less of a concern today despite the rash of child kidnappings by noncustodial 
parents. On the other hand, since the 1970s, kidnapping has become a major crime in Italy, as best 
illustrated by the highly publicized kidnapping of billionaire J. Paul Getty’s grandson; the kidnappers 
mailed one of the young man’s ears to a daily newspaper to impress upon the family the seriousness 
of their intentions. The story of the kidnapping was recently made into a movie, All the Money in the 
World, which was released in 2017. In 1995 in Colombia, a kidnapping was reported every 6 hours. 
This was believed to have been precipitated by huge income disparities and inefficient police. The 
United States, by contrast, has experienced fewer than 12 kidnappings for ransom every year (Brooke, 
1995). Slavery continues to be practiced in the form of human trafficking. Nostalgic views of the past 
tend to romanticize bygone violence or suppress its memory. Most apt to be forgotten are conditions of 
the past that more than match any chronicle of horrors of the present.

The Emergence of Criminology
French sociologist Auguste Comte (1798–1857) viewed the progression of knowledge as consist-
ing of three stages, from the predominantly theological explanations to metaphysical (philosophical) 
approaches to scientific explanations (Comte, 1851/1877). Prior to the emergence of modern criminal 

PHOTO 1.1 Group portrait of a police department liquor squad posing with cases of confiscated alcohol 
and distilling equipment during Prohibition.

Archive Photos/Stringer/Getty Images
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6   Part I • Foundations of Criminology

law in the 18th century, religion was the primary basis of social control beyond kinship organization. 
Theological explanations used supernatural or otherworldly bases for understanding reality. Recall, 
for instance, the papal condemnation of Galileo for heretically questioning biblical descriptions of 
the earth and celestial objects. In the metaphysical stage, philosophy sought secular (worldly) events 
to provide understanding through a new spirit of inquiry—rationality and logical argument. The two 
features of the scientific stage combined this rational spirit of investigation with the scientific method, 
emphasizing empiricism or experimentation. The scientific orientation emphasized measurement, 
observation, proof, replication (repetition of observation), and verification (analyzing the validity of 
observations).

Systematic application of the scientific method enabled humankind to unlock many of the myster-
ies of the ages. At first, breakthroughs in knowledge took place in the physical sciences; more recently, 
changes have also begun to occur in the social sciences, such as sociology and criminology. Because the 
scientific method provided major understanding and the ability to predict and control physical real-
ity, the hope is that these same methods are applicable to and will prove useful in the social sciences. 
Although many view criminology as a science, others, such as Sutherland and Cressey (1974), view it as 
an art similar to medicine, a field based on many sciences and disciplines.

Criminology as a field of inquiry had its beginnings in Europe in the late 1700s in the writings 
of various philosophers, physicians, physical scientists, sociologists, and social scientists. Much of the 
early theory was heavily couched in biological frameworks that have largely been abandoned by mod-
ern American criminology until recently. Criminology emerged along with 18th-century criminal law. 
In fact, it was the early writings of Cesare Beccaria (1738–1794), especially his famous essay On Crimes 
and Punishments (1963), which was first published in 1764, that led to the reform of criminal law in 
Western Europe.

Despite its European roots, most of the major developments in modern criminology took place in 
the United States. Criminology was closely linked with the development of sociology, gaining its place 
on the U.S. academic scene between 1920 and 1940. Criminology had been largely a subdiscipline of 
sociology; even though criminology is interdisciplinary in focus, sociologists have devoted the most 
attention to the issue of criminality. Since the 1960s, criminology has emerged as a discipline in its own 
right. The earliest U.S. textbooks in the field were by Maurice Parmelee, John Gillin, Philip Parsons, 
and Fred Hayes, but it was the text and later writings of Edwin H. Sutherland, the acknowledged “dean 
of criminology,” that received the most deserved recognition.

CRIME AND DEVIANCE

Deviance or deviant behavior may refer to a broad range of activities that the majority in society may 
view as eccentric, dangerous, annoying, bizarre, outlandish, gross, abhorrent, and the like. It refers to 
behavior that is outside the range of normal societal toleration.

Definitions of deviance are relative to the time, the place, and the person(s) making the evaluation, 
and some acts are more universally defined than others. For instance, in the mid-19th century in the 
United States, bathing in a tub was considered immoral as well as unhealthy.

All societies have cultural values—practices and beliefs that are prized by or believed to be of ben-
efit to the group. For instance, despite cultural relativity in defining deviance, anthropologists have 
identified a number of cultural universals—practices or customs that in general form exist in all known 
cultures. All cultures that have been studied look dimly on indiscriminate lying, cheating, stealing, 
and killing. Societies protect their values by creating norms, which are basically rules or prescribed 
modes of conduct.

Sumner’s Types of Norms
Early American sociologist William Graham Sumner, in his classic work Folkways (1906), identifies 
three types of norms: folkways, mores, and laws. These norms reflect the values of a given culture; 
some norms are regarded by its members as more important than others. Folkways are the least seri-
ous norms and refer to usages, traditions, customs, or niceties that are preferred but are not subject to 
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Chapter 1 • Introduction to Criminology  7

serious sanctions: manners, etiquette, and dress styles, for example. The character Reb Tevye in the 
musical Fiddler on the Roof, when learning that his daughter has rejected the marriage mate chosen by 
the matchmaker, wails, “Tradition—without our traditions, our lives would be as shaky as . . . a fiddler 
on the roof.” Recognizing changing times or folkways, however, he ultimately accepts his daughter’s 
decision to choose her own mate. Mores refer to more serious customs that involve moral judgments as 
well as sanctions (rewards or punishments). The mores cover prohibitions against behaviors that are felt 
to be seriously threatening to a group’s way of life. Our previous examples of lying, cheating, stealing, 
and killing are most certainly included in the mores. Both folkways and mores are examples of infor-
mal modes of social control and are characteristic of small, homogeneous cultures that feature simple 
technology and widescale consensus.

Laws represent formal modes of control, codified rules of behavior. If one accepts the consensus 
model of law (to be discussed shortly), laws represent an institutionalization or crystallization of the 
mores.

Mala in Se and Mala Prohibita

We have already identified deviant acts as those that violate group expectations and crime as any act 
that violates criminal law. Crime and its definition are social products. Society (human groups) decides 
what is a crime and what is not.

Criminologists make the distinction between acts mala prohibita and acts mala in se. Acts that are 
defined as mala prohibita refer to those that are bad because they have been prohibited. That is, such 
acts are not viewed as bad in themselves but are violations because the law defines them as such. Traffic 
violations, gambling, and infractions of various municipal ordinances might serve as examples. Such 
laws are viewed as assisting human groups in making life more predictable and orderly, but disobedi-
ence carries little stigma other than (usually) fines. The criminalization of such acts might be viewed as 
institutionalization of folkways. On the other hand, acts mala in se are acts that are bad in themselves, 
forbidden behaviors for which there is widescale consensus on the mores for prohibition. The univer-
sality of laws against murder, rape, assault, and the like, irrespective of political or economic systems, 
bears witness to the lack of societal conflict in institutionalizing such laws. One can note that not all 
deviant acts are criminal, nor are all criminal acts necessarily deviant, assuming that laws against many 
acts mala prohibita are commonly violated.

PHOTO 1.2 Police raiding the Stonewall Inn on Christopher Street in Greenwich Village on 
June 28, 1969, illustrates the overcriminalization of sexual conduct prevalent at the time.

New York Daily News Archive/Getty Images
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8   Part I • Foundations of Criminology

Definitions of criminal activity may exhibit both undercriminalization and overcriminalization. 
Undercriminalization refers to the fact that the criminal law fails to prohibit acts that many feel are 
mala in se. Elements of corporate violence, racism, structured inequality, and systematic wrongdoing 
by political officials are examples. Overcriminalization involves the overextension of criminal law to 
cover acts that are inappropriately or not responsibly enforced by such measures. Examples are the 
legislation of morality and attempts to regulate personal conduct that does not involve a clear victim 
(substance use, sexual conduct, and the like).

SOCIAL CHANGE AND THE EMERGENCE OF LAW

Western societies have undergone a long-term evolutionary development from sacred or Gemeinschaft 
societies to secular or Gesellschaft societies (H. Becker, 1950; Toennies, 1957). Gemeinschaft societies 
are simple, communal, relatively homogeneous societies that lack an extensive division of labor and are 
also characterized by normative consensus. Social control is ensured by the family, extended kinship 
groups, and the community through informal modes of control: the folkways and mores. Such societ-
ies lack and do not need formally codified laws because sacred tradition, the lack of change, and cul-
tural similarity and isolation ensure a degree of understanding and control. Gesellschaft societies are 
complex, associational, more individualistic, and heterogeneous (pluralistic). They are characterized 
by secularity, an extensive division of labor, and (in free societies) a variety of moral views and political 
pressure groups. Social control is attempted by formal means—codified laws administered by bureau-
cratic agencies of the state. Complex societies must rely more and more on such formal controls. As the 
mores or informal modes of control become weaker, the need for laws becomes greater. For example, 
as the family as an agent of social control becomes weaker, much of its responsibility is passed on to the 
state.

Sumner (1906) suggested a general maxim: If laws do not have the support of, or are not in agree-
ment with, the mores of a particular culture, they will be ineffective. The introduction of changes or 
new laws in society can be explored using Merton’s (1961) concepts of manifest and latent functions. 
The classic example is what has been described as “the noble experiment,” the Prohibition era in the 
United States. Manifest functions are intended, planned, or anticipated consequences of introduced 
changes or of existing social arrangements. In perhaps the last gasp of rural Protestant religious 
power in the United States, one group managed to pressure Congress into passing the Eighteenth 
Amendment prohibiting alcohol in 1919. Alcohol abuse was (and still is) a major problem, and the 
well-intended goal was for it to be stamped out by totally forbidding alcohol consumption by law. 
Latent functions entail unintended or unanticipated consequences, ones that may have either posi-
tive or negative outcomes. The latent functions of Prohibition included increased corruption, dis-
obedience, and public disrespect for the law. By eliminating legitimate suppliers of a commodity 
in high public demand, the state in effect created a monopoly for illegitimate entrepreneurs. It was 
Prohibition that converted small, localized gangs into large, powerful, and wealthy regional and 
even national organized criminal syndicates.

Laws are by no means the most efficient means of social control; the passage of more and more 
laws may indicate that social solidarity and informal modes of control in the society are weaken-
ing. The police and the criminal justice system become the agents or agencies of last resort. Many 
people view crime as an evil intrusion into an otherwise healthy society, whereas increased crime 
levels may be latent functions of increased freedom, aff luence, competition, and other desirable 
manifest functions in society. Sociologist Émile Durkheim (1950) suggested that crime may be 
a normality, a positive product, a functional necessity in a healthy society. As ref lected in the 
quotation with which we began this chapter, Durkheim’s theory of the functional necessity of 
crime proposes that wrongdoing or crime serves to force societal members to react, condemn, and 
thus establish the borders of society and reconfirm its values. It is this organized resentment that 
upholds social solidarity.

The phrase “crime of the century” seems to be perennially used to refer to the latest dramatic crime. 
Crime File 1.1 explores crimes to which this label was attached over this past century.
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Chapter 1 • Introduction to Criminology  9

CRIME FILE 1.1 CRIMES OF THE 20TH CENTURY

Every year, it seems some particularly notorious or atrocious crime occurs that is described by the 
media as “the crime of the century.” The 21st century is still too young to determine what might or 
might not be the crime of the century, but now that the 20th century is over, we might take stock of 
some that have been candidates. APBnews.com, an Internet service specializing in crime news, 
chose the “Ten Crimes of the Century” based on input from its editors, historians, criminal justice 
experts, and users who voted in its poll, as well as those answering its telephone survey. The Ten 
Crimes of the Century from the APBnews.com survey, listed chronologically, were as follows:

President McKinley’s assassination

The St. Valentine’s Day Massacre

The Lindbergh baby kidnapping

The Rosenbergs’ spy trial

President Kennedy’s assassination

Martin Luther King Jr.’s assassination

The Watergate break-in

The Ted Bundy serial killings

The O. J. Simpson trial

The Oklahoma City bombing

The assassination of President William McKinley in 1901 by Leon Czolgosz was a political crime 
in support of a hoped-for class revolt, while the St. Valentine’s Day Massacre by the Capone mob 
in the 1920s illustrated the ascendancy of ruthless organized crime groups during Prohibition. The 
tragic kidnapping and murder of the Lindbergh baby led to legislation designating kidnapping as 
a federal offense. The trial and subsequent execution of Julius and Ethel Rosenberg, native-born 
Americans who betrayed their country by giving America’s atomic secrets to the Soviets, solidified 
the Cold War. The assassinations of President John F. Kennedy in 1963 and 5 years later of civil 
rights leader Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. gave rise to numerous conspiracy theories that secret, sin-
ister forces were responsible.

The Watergate affair in the 1970s would lead to the first forced resignation of an elected presi-
dent in disgrace in American history, and until recently it remained the benchmark against which 
all political scandals are compared. Ted Bundy, the serial killer, represents just one of a number of 
bizarre multiple killers who seemed to proliferate in post–World War II America. The O. J. Simpson 
murder trial, in which a former National Football League star was found not guilty of murdering his 
ex-wife and her friend, despite considerable evidence to the contrary, exemplifies the numbers of 
celebrity cases that have attracted public attention over the years. Finally, the Oklahoma City ter-
rorist bombing (and the 1993 World Trade Center bombing, which is not listed) demonstrated the 
growing vulnerability to terrorism in modern society. The 1995 Oklahoma City bombing represented 
the worst terrorist attack, in terms of casualties, on American soil up to that time. It also punctuated 
for a complacent America the fact that “it can happen here.”

In its “Crime Stories of the Century,” U.S. News and World Report included the following:

Murder of Stanford White

Execution of IWW leader Joe Hill

St. Valentine’s Day Massacre

Lindbergh kidnapping

Rosenberg spy case

Lynching of Emmett Till

Charles Manson murders

“Son of Sam” killings

Jeffrey Dahmer, cannibal

While the U.S. News list includes many of the same entries as that of APBnews.com, it also 
includes lesser known events such as the high-society murder of Stanford White, a prominent 
architect, due to a romantic dispute. The execution of labor leader Joe Hill, of the radical union 
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10   Part I • Foundations of Criminology

International Workers of the World, for allegedly killing company owners, exemplifies the labor 
unrest in the early 20th century. Other additions are more serial murders: those of Manson, “Son 
of Sam” Berkowitz, and Jeffrey Dahmer, the personification of our worst nightmares. Many of these 
acts changed the country, inspired new laws, mesmerized a nation waiting for a verdict, or tore 
at the American collective conscience. Although we might not agree with the specific selection of 
“crimes of the century,” most candidates share a celebrity quality, bizarre violent characteristics, or 
political implications. In fact, of those listed on the APB list, 6 of the 10 involved political crime, that 
is, crime for ideological purposes by those supporting a cause. The remainder illustrated organized 
crime, celebrity involvement (Lindbergh and Simpson), or bizarre violence (Bundy). Bundy seems 
to be a stand-in for any number of monsters of multiple murder in the 20th century. Note also that 
the list is of crimes in the United States and does not include crimes such as Hitler’s Holocaust, for 
example.

Although the fascinating and mesmerizing nature of these crimes gives them a timeless qual-
ity that still enthralls the public—a dance macabre that appalls yet entices—it is their rare, atypical 
quality that gives them notoriety. The typical picture of crime in most societies is far less dramatic but 
often just as deadly, traumatic, or fear inspiring. Domestic violence, rape, robbery, murder, burglary, 
and theft bring crime up close and personal to its victims and will be more the subject of this text.

For Further Thought

 1. What do you think was the “Crime of the Twentieth Century”? Visit the web and see if you can find 
other nominees for a “Top Ten Crimes of the Century” list.

 2. Visit www.fbi.gov and find an interesting investigation that they have posted on their site.

Source: Glasser, J. (2000, March 20). In demand for 50 years: The FBI’s “Most Wanted” list: Good publicity, and a 
history of success. U.S. News and World Report.

PHOTO 1.3 The front page of the Daily News dated April 6, 1951, depicts 
the latest “crime of the century.” Julius and Ethel Rosenberg, a married 
couple convicted of conspiracy to commit espionage, were sentenced to 
death for passing A-bomb secrets to Russia.

New York Daily News Archive/Getty Images
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Chapter 1 • Introduction to Criminology  11

Consensus Versus Conflict Versus Interactionist Models of Law
The consensus model of the origin of criminal law envisions it as arising from agreement among 
the members of a society as to what constitutes wrongdoing. Ref lecting the social contract theory 
of Locke, Hobbes, and Rousseau, criminal law is viewed, as in our previous discussion of Sumner, 
as a “crystallization of the mores,” ref lecting social values that are commonly held within the soci-
ety. The conflict model, on the other hand, sees the criminal law as originating in the conf lict of 
interests of different groups. In this view, the definition of crime is assumed to ref lect the wishes 
of the most powerful interest groups, who gain the assistance of the state in opposing rival groups. 
The criminal law, then, is used primarily to control the behavior of the “defective, dependent, and 
delinquent,” the dangerous classes (Skolnick & Currie, 1988, p. 2); the crimes of the wealthy are 
very often not even covered. The consensus model views criminal law as a mechanism of social 
control, and the conf lict approach sees the law as a means of preserving the status quo on behalf 
of the powerful.

A third model of law is the interactionist model, which takes its name from the symbolic interac-
tionist school of criminology. This school of thought views humans as responding to abstract meanings 
and symbols as well as to concrete meanings. According to George Herbert Mead (1934), even the 
mind and self-consciousness are social creations. Reflected in labeling theory (see Chapter 8), criminal-
ity is viewed as a label or stigma attached by a societal reaction that is subject to shifting standards. 
Laws are viewed as reflecting moral entrepreneurship on the part of labelers.

Crime and Criminal Law
A purist legal view of crime would define it as violation of criminal law. No matter how morally out-
rageous or unacceptable an act, it is not a crime unless defined as such by criminal law. Vernon Fox 
(1985) indicates, “Crime is a sociopolitical event rather than a clinical condition. . . . It is not a clinical 
or medical condition which can be diagnosed and specifically treated” (p. 28). In this view, which is 
technically correct, unless an act is specifically prohibited by criminal law, it is not a crime. There are 
four characteristics of criminal law:

 1. It is assumed by political authority. The state assumes the role of plaintiff, or the party 
bringing charges. Murder, for example, is no longer just an offense against a person but is 
also a crime against the state. In fact, the state prohibits individual revenge in such matters; 
perpetrators must pay their debt to society, not to the individual wronged.

 2. It must be specific, defining both the offense and the prescribed punishment.

 3. The law is uniformly applied. That is, equal punishment and fairness for all, irrespective of 
social position, are intended.

 4. The law contains penal sanctions enforced by punishments administered by the state 
(Sutherland & Cressey, 1974, pp. 4–7).

Criminal law has very specific criteria: “Crime is an intentional act or omission in violation of 
criminal law (statutory and case law), committed without defense or justification, and sanctioned by 
the state as a felony or misdemeanor” (Tappan, 1960, p. 10). Felonies generally refer to offenses punish-
able by a year or more in a state or federal prison, whereas misdemeanors are less serious offenses pun-
ished by less than a year in jail. Some specific criteria that must be met in the U.S. criminal law in order 
for an act to be considered a crime include the following:

 1. The act is prohibited by law and contains legally prescribed punishments. Nullum crimen 
sine lege (no crime without law) is the Latin expression, which can be expanded to include the 
notion that ex post facto (after-the-fact) laws are inappropriate. The act must be forbidden by 
law in advance of the act.

 2. A criminal act, actus reus (the act itself, or the physical element), must have taken place.
Copyright ©2024 by SAGE Publications, Inc. 
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12   Part I • Foundations of Criminology

 3. Social harm of a conscious, voluntary nature is required. There must be injury to the state or to 
people.

 4. The act is performed intentionally (although cases of negligence and omission may be 
exceptions). Mens rea (criminal intent or “guilty mind”) is important in establishing guilt. 
A person who may have committed a criminal act (e.g., John Hinckley, who shot former 
president Ronald Reagan) may be found not guilty under certain conditions, such as insanity 
or a history of mental disturbance.

 5. The voluntary misconduct must be causally related to the harm. It must be shown that the 
decision or act directly or indirectly caused harm.

Crimes were originally considered to be private matters: The offended party had to seek private 
compensation or revenge. Later, only offenses committed against the king and, still later, the king’s 
subjects were considered crimes. When compensation developed, fines were levied on behalf of the 
king (the state), thus making the state the wronged party. In addition to being defined by legislative 
statute (statutory law), criminality may also be interpreted by means of case law (common law). In 
contrast to laws enacted by legislatures, common law is based on judicial decision, with its roots in 
precedence, or previous decisions. In addition, administrative law, as enforced by federal regulatory 
agencies, may carry criminal penalties for offenders. Thus, criminal law provisions may be contained in 
statutory law, common law, and administrative law. Criminology in Context 1.1 describes some typical 
legal definitions of crime in the United States.

CRIMINOLOGY IN CONTEXT 1.1 WHAT IS CRIME?

Crimes are defined by law.
In this report, we define crime as all behaviors and acts for which a society provides formally sanc-
tioned punishment. In the United States, what is criminal is specified in the written law, primarily 
state statutes. What is included in the definition of crime varies among federal, state, and local 
jurisdictions.

PHOTO 1.4 Domestic terrorist supporters of ex-President Trump storm the U.S. Capitol building. 
The events of January 6, 2021, would be a good candidate for one of the “crimes of the twenty-first 
century.”
Eric Lee/Bloomberg via Getty Images
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Chapter 1 • Introduction to Criminology  13

Criminologists devote a great deal of attention to defining crime in both general and spe-
cific terms. This definitional process is the first step toward the goal of obtaining accurate crime 
statistics.

To provide additional perspectives on crime, it is sometimes viewed in ways other than those 
suggested by the standard legal definitions. Such alternatives define crime in terms of the type 
of victim (child abuse), the type of offender (white-collar crime), the object of the crime (property 
crime), or the method of criminal activity (organized crime). Such definitions usually cover one or 
more of the standard legal definitions. For example, organized crime may include fraud, extortion, 
assault, or homicide.

What is considered criminal by society changes over time.
Some types of events, such as murder, robbery, and burglary, have been defined as crimes for 
centuries. Such crimes are part of the common law definition of crime. Other types of conduct 
traditionally have not been viewed as crimes. As social values and mores change, society has codi-
fied some conduct as criminal while decriminalizing other conduct. The recent movement toward 
increased “criminalization” of drunk driving is an example of such change.

New technology also results in new types of conduct not anticipated by the law. Changes in the 
law may be needed to define and sanction these types of conduct. For example, the introduction of 
computers has added to the criminal codes in many states so that acts such as the destruction of 
programs or data could be defined as crimes.

How do violent crimes differ from property crimes?
The outcome of a criminal event determines whether it is a property crime or a violent crime. Violent 
crime refers to events such as homicide, rape, and assault that may result in injury to a person. 
Robbery is also considered a violent crime because it involves the use or threat of force against a 
person.

Property crimes are unlawful acts with the intent of gaining property not involving the use or 
threat of force against an individual. Larceny and motor vehicle theft are examples of property 
crimes.

In the National Crime Survey (NCS), a distinction is also made between crimes against persons 
(violent crimes and personal larceny) and crimes against households (property crimes, including 
household larceny).

How do felonies differ from misdemeanors?
Criminal offenses are also classified according to how they are handled by the criminal justice sys-
tem. Most jurisdictions recognize two classes of offenses: felonies and misdemeanors.

Felonies are not distinguished from misdemeanors in the same way in all jurisdictions, but most 
states define felonies as offenses punishable by a year or more in a state prison. The most serious 
crimes are never misdemeanors, and the most minor offenses are never felonies.

For Further Thought
 1. Visit http://www.uscourts.gov/statistics-reports and explore some of the data they present. 

What perspective on the criminal law have you gained by visiting this site?

Sources: Bureau of Justice Statistics. (1981). BJS dictionary of criminal justice data terminology (2nd ed.). Government 
Printing Office; Bureau of Justice Statistics. (1985). BJS criminal victimization in the U.S. Government Printing Office; 
FBI. (1985). Crime in the United States 1985. Government Printing Office; Bureau of Justice Statistics. (1988, March). 
Report to the nation on crime and justice (2nd ed.; pp. 2–3). Government Printing Office.

Who Defines Crime? Criminological Definitions
Because crime was previously defined as any violation of criminal law, should criminologists restrict 
their inquiry solely to acts so defined? Should the subject matter of criminology be decided by lawyers 
and politicians? This would relegate the field of criminology to a position as status quo handmaiden 
of political systems. Hitler’s genocide or Stalin’s purges were accepted conduct within their political 
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14   Part I • Foundations of Criminology

ideological systems. Criminologists must study the deviants—the people who commit crime—as well 
as the social structural contexts that define them. Skolnick and Currie (1988), in examining the analy-
sis of social problems, state,

In spite of its claim to political neutrality, the social science of the 1960s typically focused on 
the symptoms of social ills, rather than their sources: criminals, rather than the laws; the men-
tally ill, rather than the quality of life; the culture of the poor, rather than the decisions of the 
rich; the “pathology” of the ghetto, rather than problems of the economy. (p. 11)

A sociological view of crime does not restrict its concept of criminality to those convicted of crime 
in a legal sense.

Were we to restrict analysis of crime solely to the legal definition in most countries, we would dis-
cuss primarily “crime in the streets” and ignore “crime in the suites.” We would study the poor, dumb, 
slow criminal and conclude that low IQs and inferior genetics cause crime; we would ignore the fast, 
smart, slick violator and the possibility that maybe Ivy League educations and working on Wall Street 
or for the defense industry also cause crime. Hyperbole is useful at times for effect, and obviously we 
must not loosely throw around the label criminal, but neither should we ignore dangerous acts that do 
great harm, simply because the criminal justice system chooses to ignore them.

THE CRIME PROBLEM

Radzinowicz and King (1977), in commenting on the relentless international upsurge in crime in the 
latter decades of the 20th century, indicate,

No national characteristics, no political regime, no system of law, police punishment, treat-
ment, or even terror, has rendered a country exempt from crime. . . . What is indisputable is 
that new and much higher levels of crime become established as a reflex of affluence. (pp. 3–5)

Despite rival explanations such as problems with statistics, there has been an obvious increase in 
crime internationally since World War II.

CRIME FILE 1.2 THE JONBENET RAMSEY MURDER

Born in 1990, JonBenet Ramsey participated in many child beauty pageants, winning five of them. 
On December 26, 1996, Patsy Ramsey, her mother, awoke to find a ransom note that demanded 
$118,000 for JonBenet’s safe return. The amount demanded was the exact amount of JonBenet’s 
father, John’s, bonus. Later that day, JonBenet’s body was found in the basement of their Boulder, 
Colorado, home by John and a friend. Her body was not found earlier, even though law enforcement 
and others had been in and out of the house all day. JonBenet was found with a garrote around her 
neck and rope around her wrists. The garrote had a broken paintbrush at the end, which seemed 
to be from Patsy Ramsey’s (her mother) art set. JonBenet also had a skull injury. Several curiosi-
ties in the case emerged. Police identified that the ransom note had been written on a notepad that 
was kept by the Ramsey’s telephone; it took months for her parents to be formally interviewed by 
the police; why was a ransom note left for a murder? DNA found on JonBenet’s underpants did not 
match anyone in the family or anyone near the scene or around her body. A grand jury was convened 
in 1998—they heard testimony for 13 months and eventually voted to indict John and Patsy Ramsey 
for the murder of JonBenet. Despite this indictment, the district attorney declined to charge her 
parents. As you might imagine, this case received an enormous amount of media attention, and 
law enforcement continued to investigate her death for years. In 2006, two major developments 
occurred. John Mark Karr, an American teacher living in Thailand, confessed to killing JonBenet. 
But because his DNA did not match the specimen originally collected from her underpants, he was 
not charged. In addition, her clothing was eventually tested and DNA found on the waistband of her 
long johns matched the DNA found on her underpants. This finding led the district attorney at the 
time to issue a formal apology to John and Patsy Ramsey. Her case has never been solved. At least 
two television specials aired in 2017 about her killing, reviving interest in the case.
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Chapter 1 • Introduction to Criminology  15

For Further Thought

 1. What other curiosities can you discover regarding the JonBenet case?

Source: Casarez, J. (2016). The death of JonBenet: A case that’s captivated the country for 20 years. http://www.cnn.
com/2016/12/13/us/jonbenet-ramsey-case/index.html.

PHOTO 1.5 George Floyd's death at the hands of police in Minneapolis set off massive 
protests against police brutality and racism. Floyd was murdered during an arrest by 
police officer Derek Chauvin, who knelt on Floyd's neck for 9 minutes and 29 seconds as 
three other officers looked on and prevented others from intervening.

Stephen Maturen/Getty Images

The Cost of Crime
It is difficult, if not impossible, to measure the economic costs of crime. Estimates of the actual 
financial operation take us into the “megabucks” range where notions such as “give or take a few bil-
lion dollars” stagger the imagination and numb us to the reality of the amounts we are really talking 
about.

In 2014 in Ferguson, Missouri, unrest broke out after police officer Darren Wilson shot and 
killed Michael Brown and again after a St. Louis county grand jury decided to not indict Wilson. 
The police as well as the National Guard responded to the protests. Although it is difficult to 
know the true cost of the demonstrations, it is estimated that it cost taxpayers at least $5.7 mil-
lion. The Missouri State Highway Patrol incurred costs of $1.1 million when pay, lodging, meals, 
and equipment are included. Costs to the county are estimated at $4.2 million, which include 
property damage, police overtime, and food and supplies for first responders. Although far less 
dramatic, losses at the nation’s savings and loan companies in the 1980s and early 1990s are esti-
mated to have cost the American taxpayer $500 billion, or the equivalent of 625 Los Angeles 
demonstrations.

The National Center for Victims of Crime (2011) gives the following estimates for the cost of crime 
in the United States: for 2008 (latest available at the time), $1.19 billion for violent crime and $16.2 
billion for property crime; for 2010, $456 million 2017. Direct costs to victims for robbery, $6.1 billion 
for larceny theft, and $4.6 billion for burglaries. The costs of personal crime in the United States was 
estimated at roughly $2.6 trillion and the public was estimated at $620 billion or about $1900 for every 
person in the United States (Curran, 2021).
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16   Part I • Foundations of Criminology

CRIME & THE MEDIA 1.1 PUBLICIZED TRIALS

The trial of Bruno Hauptmann for the murder of Charles Lindbergh Jr. in 1935 was a media cir-
cus and perhaps forecast the future of media involvement in other famous cases such as the O. J. 
Simpson case. It was broadcast live on the radio, which was incidentally heard by the jurors. Over 
20,000 spectators filled the space outside of the courtroom and 200 people jammed the court-
room that was designed for 80. Video footage, although forbidden until after the trial, was ignored. 
Federal courtrooms still ban cameras. What do you think are some of the pros and cons of this 
policy?

Although recent estimates rank the sale of illegal narcotics as the criminal world’s greatest source 
of income, there is a problem with such assessments. These estimates do not even begin to measure the 
full impact of corporate price fixing and other criminal activities. Added to these costs are economic 
costs incurred by victims of crime and the costs of running the criminal justice system. Not considered 
at all in these economic estimates are the social and psychological costs to society and to crime victims 
(e.g., loss in productivity, medical and mental health care costs, and pain and suffering). Fear, mis-
trust, a curtailing of public activity, and a decline in the quality of life are but a few of the inestimable 
impacts of crime on society. Horror stories abound of the impact of crime on the forgotten figure in the 
criminal justice equation—the crime victim. As stated earlier, the costly Los Angeles riots of 1992 were 
dwarfed by the cost of the collapse of the nation’s savings and loans.

SUMMARY

Criminology is the science or discipline that studies crime and criminal behavior. Major areas of inves-
tigation include criminal behavior, etiology (theories of crime causation), and the sociology of law and 
societal reaction; related areas include juvenile delinquency and victimology. Criminology also shares 
with the field of criminal justice the areas of policing, the courts, and corrections.

Knowledge is defined as one’s understanding of reality. This understanding is made possible through 
the creation of symbols or abstractions. Comte identified three stages in the progression of knowledge: 
the theological, metaphysical (philosophical), and scientific. Science combines the spirit of rational-
ity of philosophy with the scientific method, which is characterized by the search for empirical proof. 
Criminology and sociology are more recent applicants for the scientific credentials already enjoyed 
by the physical sciences. Having its origins in the 18th century in Europe, particularly in the writ-
ing of Beccaria, who was influential in codifying modern law, criminology has largely become a 
20th-century U.S. discipline. This is particularly reflected in the work of Sutherland, who has been 
identified as “the dean of criminology.”

Deviant behavior refers to activities that fall outside the range of normal societal toleration. 
Definitions of such activities are relative to time, place, and persons. Values are practices or beliefs 
that are prized in society and that are protected by norms, which are rules or prescribed modes of 
conduct. Sumner, in his classic work Folkways, identifies three types of norms: folkways, mores, and 
laws. While folkways are less serious customs or traditions, mores are serious norms that contain moral 
evaluations as well as penal sanctions. Both folkways and mores are examples of informal modes of 
control. Laws—codified rules of behavior—represent formal methods of attempting to ensure social 
control.

Acts mala prohibita are ones that are bad because they are prohibited, such as vagrancy and gambling; 
acts mala in se refer to those that are bad in themselves, such as murder, rape, and the like. Although 
not all criminal acts are viewed as deviant, neither are all deviant acts criminal. Undercriminalization 
involves the failure of the law to cover acts mala in se, and overcriminalization entails overextension of 
the law to cover acts that may more effectively be enforced through the mores. As societies undergo 
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Chapter 1 • Introduction to Criminology  17

transition from Gemeinschaft (communal, sacred societies) to Gesellschaft (associational, secular societ-
ies), they must rely more on formal agencies of control. In order to be effective, laws require the sup-
port of the mores.

Manifest functions are intended or planned consequences of social arrangements, whereas latent 
functions refer to unintended or unanticipated consequences. Although the manifest function of 
Prohibition was to eliminate heavy alcohol use, its latent functions were to encourage corruption, 
organized crime, and public disrespect. Durkheim viewed crime as a normal condition in society that 
served a positive function by the reactions it developed to encourage reaffirmation of values. Crime, 
a violation of criminal law, is characterized by politicality, specificity, uniformity, and sanctions. In 
explaining the origin of criminal law, the consensus model views it as reflecting agreement or public 
will, while the conflict model claims that it represents the interest of the most powerful group(s) in 
society. In reality, criminal law reflects elements of both models.

For official purposes, crimes are identified as felonies, misdemeanors, and (in some states) summary 
offenses (minor crimes that may be tried without benefit of jury). Although there is variation by state 
in the actual assignment to categories, a felony refers to a more serious crime that bears a penalty of at 
least 1 year in a state prison, whereas a misdemeanor is a less serious offense subject to a small fine or 
short imprisonment.

The issue of who defines crime should not be answered simply by accepting current definitions because 
to do so would permit others to define criminology’s subject matter. The crime problem is a growing 
international concern; the costs of crime are economic (which can only be estimated), psychological, 
and social in nature. The full social costs are inestimable.

KEY CONCEPTS

conflict model (p. 11)
consensus model (p. 11)
costs of crime (p. 15)
crime (p. 4)
criminal law (p. 11)
criminology (p. 4)
deviance (p. 6)
felonies (p. 11)
folkways (p. 6)
functional necessity of crime (p. 8)
Gemeinschaft (p. 8)
Gesellschaft (p. 8)

interactionist model (p. 11)
latent functions (p. 8)
laws (p. 7)
mala in se (p. 7)
mala prohibita (p. 7)
manifest functions (p. 8)
misdemeanors (p. 11)
mores (p. 7)
norms (p. 6)
overcriminalization (p. 8)
progression of knowledge (p. 5)
undercriminalization (p. 8)

REVIEW QUESTIONS

 1. What are some crimes that were not much regarded as problems in the past but are currently? 
Conversely, what are some crimes that were problems in the past and no longer loom as major 
concerns? Do you have any predictions of emerging, future crimes?

 2. Besides Prohibition, what are some other social policies that have contained latent functions?

 3. Do you think the American criminal justice system reflects a consensus or conflict model of law? 
Explain and defend your judgments.

 4. Why don’t criminologists simply use the legal classifications of people who commit crime in 
their studies of crime and criminal behavior?

 5. What are the differences among criminal law, statutory law, case law, civil law, and 
administrative law?  
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